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Abstract: The fuzzy extensions for heuristic based optimizing algorithrns often face 
the problem of increased number of calculations required to fmd the 
solutions. Even in linear cases the rwming time can be significantly larger 
than for crisp versions. In several management decision making processes 
the uncertainty of circumstances are represented by fuzzy sets and 
numbers, and non-linear features occur as well. In order to handie that kind 
of non-linearity, appropriate representation of the fuzzy power function is 
to be used that can keep the required c01nputation time and resources at a 
reasonable level. In the paper different solutions are compared from 
practical points of views when the bacterial evolutionary algorithm is used 
for the approximation of the optimum. Suggestions for the representation 
of fuzzy exponents are made as weiL 

Keywords: fuzzy power function, non-linear optimization, bacterial evolutionary 
algorithm 

l. Introduction 

In heuristic based applications a key issue is the computational effort The bacterial 
evolutionary algorithm, like other soft computing tools can provide a good comprornise 
between the computational complexity and the accuracy of the solution. If we would 
like to achieve better results, then the parameters of the algorithm need to be increased, 
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and therefore, more computation is needed. Our goal is to diminish the evaluation time 
of one solution, thus more evaluations can be perforrned within the same time as with 
the more complicated descriptions of fuzzy exponents. The fuzzy exponent approaches 
proposed in the literature [2,3] are using complicated shaped membership functions, 
thus they cannot be used in applications where lots of evaluations of these membership 
functions are necessary. lnstead of these techniques, in our approaches, only the main 
characteristic points are considered in the description of fuzzy exponent numbers. 
Several approaches have been presented and it must be emphasized that different 
applications require special representation in order to keep the advantages of the given 
procedure [1,6,7], so in case ofbacterial evolutionary algorithm a certain approach is to 
be followed [ 4,5]. In the paper different solutiens are compared from practical points of 
views when the bacterial evolutionary algorithm is used for the approximation of the 
optimum. Suggestions for the representation of fuzzy exponents are made as weil. 

2. Bacterial evolutionary algorithm 

Nature inspired some evolutionary optimizatien algorithms suitable for global 
optimizatien of even non-linear, high-dimensional, multi-modal, and discontinuous 
problems. The original genetic algorithm was based on the process of evolution of 
biolcgical organisms. It uses three operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation. 
Later, new kind of evolutionary based techniques were proposed, which are imitating 
phenomena that can be found in nature. Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) [ll] is 
one of these techniques. BEA uses two operators; the bacterial mutation and the gene 
transfer operation. These new operators are based on the microbial evolution 
phenomenon. Bacteria share chunks of their genes rather than perform a neat crossover 
in chromosomes. The bacterial mutation operatien optimízes the chromosome of one 
bacterium; the gene transfer operatien allows the transfer of information between the 
bacteria in the population. Bach bacterium represents a solution for the original 
problem. BEA has been applied for wide range of problerns, for instance optimizing the 
fuzzy rule bases [10,11]. 

The algorithm consists of three steps. First, an initial population has to be created 
randornly. Then, bacterial mutation and gene transfer are applied, until a stopping 
criterion is fulfilled. The evolution cycle is summarized as follows: 

create initial population 
do { 

apply bacterial mutation for each individual 
apply gene transfer in the population 

} while stopping condition not fulfilled 
return best bacterium 

First, the initial (random) bacteria population is created. The population consists of Ntnd 

bacteria (chromosomes). It is followed by the evolutionary cycle, which contains two 
operators. The bacterial mutation is applied to each chromosome one by one. First, Nc1ones 

copies ( clones) of the bacterium are genera ted, then a certain segment of the chromosome 
is randornly selected and theparametersof this selected segment are randornly changed in 
each clone (mutation). Next all the clones and the original bacterium are evaluated and the 
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best individnal is selected. This individnal transfers the mutated segment into the other 

individuals. This process continuesuntil ali of thesegmentsof the chromosome have been 

mutated and tested. At the end of this process the clones are e limina ted. In the next step 

the other operation, the gene transfer is applied, which allows the recombination of genetic 

information between two bacteria. First, the population must be divided into two halves. 

The better bacteria are called the superior half, the other bacteria are called the inferior 

half. One bacterium is randomly chosen from the superior half, this will be the source 

bacterium and anather is randomly chosen from the inferior half, this will be the 

destination bacterium. A segment from the source bacterium is chosen randomly and this 

segment will overwrite a segment of the destinario n bacterium or it will be added to the 

destinarian bacterium. This process is repeated for Ninf times. The stopping condition is 

usually given by a predefined maximum generation number (Ngen)· When Ngen is achieved 

then the algorithm ends otherwise it continues wi th the bacterial mutation step. 

The basic algorithm has four parameters: the number of generations (Ngen), the number of 

bacteria in the population (Nind), the number of clones in the bacterial mutation (Nclones), 

and the number of infections (N,nf) in the gene transfer operation. 

3. Fuzzy power function and exponents 

The question is how to represent the fuzziness of exponents so that the crisp algoríthrns 

can be kept. If w e use more bacteria in the population, or more clones in the bacterial 

mutation, or the number of generations is increasing, then although the accuracy of the 

solution becames higher, we need more evaluations in the bacterial operations. 

In our paper fuzzysolutionsfor unvaried function y= b+ aXfl (where a, b, p E R) are 

investigated. An obvious solution is to weight the functions and sum up three weighted 

functions with weighted exponents (see Fig 1): 

• a "central" function, where j3, = j3 c 

• a "left-side" function where exponent is calculated by using a-cuts 

fJ 1 = fJ c - (l - a )( fJ c - f3 L ) 

e a "right-side" function, where the exponent is j3 3 = j3 c + (l - a)( fJ R -- j3 c) 

The weights of the functions are calculated in proportion to fi(fJJ membership 

function values based on similar considerations. Thus the function weights are: 

Ií(2a + l) for the "central" function 

And 

a í(2a + l) for the "left-side" and "right-side" functions. 
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Fig. l Weights and exponents based on a-cuts 
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fJ 

(l) 

Then the fuzzy solution for unvaried function y== b+ aXP (where a, b, ~E R) is 

Re-arranging (2) we obtain: 

W e can consíder any m=2k+l functions k=/,2,3, ... (see Fig. 2). 
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Jlp(/3) 

p 

Fi g. 2 Exponents form jUnctions 

so we can write the following 

(4) 

}=l j=] 

For any shape ofmembership function we can write: 

"' 
j!l(P)(b +a xfJ)dp 

y= o "' 
(5) 

fll<P)dp 
o 

Using (3) when the value of a--+ O the solution ofbacterial evolutionary algorithm can 
be instable. The reason of this phenomenon is that when a --+ O the coefficients of the 
left side and right side --+ O as weil, that is, the "importance of fuzziness" is getting 
smaller. Therefore we propose: 

J/(3-2a) for the "central" function 

And 

l-a/(3-2a) for the "left-side" and "right-side" functions (see Fig. 3) 
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Fig. 3 Weights and exponents based on 1- (a-cuts) 

Thus instead of (3) we obtain: 
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y=-1-(b+a.:xfic)+ 1-a (b+a.:xfic-<1-a)(Pdhl)+ 1-a (b+aJ!lc+<l-a)(Prf3c)) (6) 
3-2a 3-2a 3-2a 

The general formula for any m =2 k+ l po ints can be giv en, w here k= l, 2, 3... is the 
number of a-cuts (see Fig 4): 

1- a2 

·················
1
···························r·············r·····························v·····················i······· 

l l l l 
1 1 l 1 1-a 
l l l l l ···········································································v······ 
l l l 

l l .................................................... T ................................ I... ....... . 

Fig. 4 Exponentsfor mfunctions based on 1-(a-cuts) 

y 

j=l j= l (7) 

Note, thatp(fJk+J)= l, thus 1-p(fJk+l)=O andp(fJ)= p(fJm+I) 
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The continuous formula is: 

/Jn J (l - f.1 ( fJ ))(b + a x P ) d fJ 

Y = .!../J"-L ------"----
/Jn 

({J R- {J L)- Jf.l(fJ)d{J 

In case of triangular fuzzy nurnbers 

fi n 

J f.l(fJ)dfJ 
fiL =(fJR-fJL)/2 

so (8) can be recast as: 
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(8) 

(9) 

The results are biased since the right side, the greater exponent values have the same 
coefficient, so certain transformations seem to be reasonable. One option is to use a 
slope instead of a-cuts: 

f..l-p(/3) 
1 a 

-----------------------L-; ~r/:::,·'' 
·····, l 

l 
l 
l fJ 
l 

Pe p; 
Fi g. 5 Asymmetric representation of exponents based on siopes 

Where AL = fJL - r(fJR - fJL) 

and r ~ o ' o ~ a ~ arctg l 
flc- fJL + y(fJR- fJL) 

Then 

and its coefficient 

{J~ = /JL (tga+ ytga- tgB1)- y{JRtga 
tg/J -tgB1 
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(ll) 

For practical reasons this version is not too "attractive" considering the required 
camputation time and resources. ln order to eliminate that problem we canre-adjust the 
asymmetry by us ing asymmetric exponents and coeffícients: 

f-L p ({J) 

a 

Fig. 6 Asymmetric representation of exponents based on dijJerent 1-(a .. cuts) 

Then instead of (6) we obtain 

l 1, l-a 
y= ------(b+ ax ') + --------------

l+(l+..l)(l-a) i+(l+J,)(l-a) 

where O S }v S 1 (12) 

The general formula for any m=2k+J points can be given, where k=J,2,3 .. is the 
number of a-cuts 

where ..t, ={l ({ J=_1,2, ... ,k +l 
A if J ... k +2, .. . ,m 

The continuous formula is: 
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Where l(fl) = t 
A-(jJ) 

A -

o Pe 

Fi g. 7 Characteristic function for A.(fJ) 

4. Practical application 

4.1. Conditions and targets 

For designing and developing products/services it is vital to know the relevancy of the 
performance generated by each technical attribute and how they can increase customer 
satisfaction. Improving the parameters of technical attributes requires financial 
resources, and the budgets are generally limited. Thus the optimum target is to achieve 
maximum customer satisfaction within given financiallimits. Kano's quality model [9] 
classifies the relationships between customer satisfaction and attribute-level 
performance and indicates that some of the atlributes have a non-linear relationship to 
satisfaction [8], rather power-functíon should be used. For the customers' subjectíve 
evaluation these relationships are not deterministic and are uncertain. 

The benefit of fuzzy extension can be measured by the advantage we obtain analyzing 
the outputs. Difference between overall satisfaction values was considered, but what 
more important is the structure of technical attributions has to be examined. The aim is 
to allocate the limited resources subject to the maximum profit requirement. The 
customers' assessment of technical attributes is very uncertain especially at the 
heginning of product life-eyele so in Kano's model the exponents of satisfaction 
functions cannot be considered as deterministic values. For practical reasons a simple 
paramctric representation must be used, in order to keep the required camputation time 
and resources at a reasonable level. 
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4.2. Formulating the problem 

The general target is to achieve the maximum economic result wíth the rninimum use of 
resources, that is to maximize customer satisfaction with the minimum cost. The task 
can be mathematically formulated by maximizing overall satisfaction (S) not exceeding 
given cos t limit (C) 

Let S1 (x;)= b1 + a1x/' i= J.2 .... n 
be the customer satisfaction generated by technical attribute x; 

O <x1 < < cJJ is a real number variable 
a; > O is a real constant 
f/1 > O is a real constant 
b; is a constant suchthat sgn(b1) = sgn ({J; - J) 

fuxther i= l, 2, .... n 

be Lhe cost of manufacturing technical attTibute at level X; 

fi ?:: O, V;?:: O , X; ?::0 are real constants 

Let 

and 

n 

S:::::: L (b,+ a1x/;) be the overall satisfaction 
i---=1 

C = f (j~ + v 1 x,) be the total cos t. 

Then the general formula is: 

Let fs;(x;) --->max, subjectto I C1(x,)::::; Co 
i=l l::::l 

where C0 is a given constant. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

An eft1cient solution in the practice is when the membership of each function is 
represented by the exponent fJ. If fJ is considered as a fuzzy number then the features of 
each technical attribute are given by the shape of the membership function. The main 
features of each set are: 

• O < fJ < l ( degressive) 
• fJ= J (linear) 
• fJ > l (progressive). 

In our application the optimal values of these x; variables need to be found. It is done by 
the bacterial evolutionary algorithm in which one individual is an (x1, x 2, ... , X n) vector. 
The parameters of the bactetial evolutionary algorithm are the number of generations 
(Ngen), the number ofbacteria in the population (N;nd), the number of clones in the bacterial 
mutation (Nctones), and the number of infections (Ninf) in the gene transfer operation. For 
the fuzzy model we use the follawing data and fuzzy exponents: 
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SJ(x1) = JO + O.J x/8 

S::(xJ) =5+ 0.15 x/8 

S3(x3) = O + 0.45 x/ 
S4(X4) = -5 + O. J 5 x/·5 

Ss(xs) = -JO + 0.35 x/5 

fJ1= (1.7, J.8, 2.2) 
fl::= (1.6, J.8, 2.J) 
fJJ= (0.7, J.O, 1.2) 
!14= (0.4, 0.5, 0.8) 
fJs= (0.4, 0.5, O. 7) 

C1(x1)=40+J5x1 

C1(xJ) =20+ 20 x 2 

CJ(XJ) = JO +2 XJ 
C4(x4) = 20+ 0.2 x4 
Cs(xs) =40+ 0.5 x5 

Co= 1250 

The results are shown in Table l. and Table 2. 

Tab/e J. Resu/ts of fuzzy approximation aceording to (3) 

a IJ); XI X] XJ X 4 Xs 
0.01 256 o o 559 3 2.66 
O .l 301 74.6 o o 1.1 0.5 
0.5 304 74.5 o o 3 3 
0.9 249 o o 559 3 2.7 
"l. O 252 o o 558 6 5.5 
"Case of a=J means the crisp solution. W e also get back the original results in 
case of a=O, since the weights of the functions are O 

Table 2. Resu/ts of fuzzy ap proximaiion aceording to (6) 

a IJ); XI X:: X 3 X 4 Xs 
0.01 561 74,6 o o 0.43 0.4 
0.1 492 74.6 o o 0.5 0.4 
0.2 429 74.6 o o 0.2 0.2 
0.3 378 74,6 o o 0.4 0.4 
0.4 337 74,6 o o 0.7 0.3 
0.5 304 74,6 o o 0.5 0.5 
0.6 279 74.5 o o l 0.6 
0.7 253 o o 559 3 2.7 
0.8 251 o o 559 3 2.7 
0.9 251 o o 559 3 2.7 
"l. O 252 o o 558 6 5.5 
"Case of a= l means the crisp solution. 

In the numerical example the fuzzy solution is signiticandy different from the crisp 
( deterministic) version, not only in terms of total satisfaction but - what is more 
important-in terms oftechnical attribute levels. In both case when a.=0.9 the X; values 
are practicali y equal to the original solution, but at a. =O. J the set of X;-s transforrned and 
attractive (progressive) technical attributes seem to be more important 
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5. Conclusions 

Soft computing applications set different requirements regarding the representation of 
uncertain, fuzzy values. These requirements are based on the nature of uncertainty and 
fi.JZziness, and the characteristics and features of appii ed algorithms must be assessed as 
weiL There are several methods that can be a theoretic foundation of paramctric 
representation, but in case of power function and fuzzy exponents the asymmetric 
features of function values must be handled as wel!, since for practical reasons 
(computation time and resources) the continnaus formulascannot be used efficiently. In 
this paper a simple solution for readjusting the asymmetry is also presented. 
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